
The secret of sound education is to get each pupil to learn for himself, instead of instructing him by 
driving knowledge into him on a stereotyped system.
一套完善的教育制度是讓童軍透過觀察自行學習，而非指示他們盲目地跟從一套固有的方法。
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Quartermaster

Complete either in (A) or (B):

(A)	

1. Have assisted a Group or Troop quartermaster for at least six months.

2. Understand and demonstrate the following:
(a) The care and storage of cordage to include whipping, splicing, 

hanking, coiling and safety inspections.
(b) The care and storage of tentage, including how to do simple repairs 

such as replacing lines and repairing tears in fabric.
(c) The care and storage of equipment to include keeping tools 

sharpened, fitting handles, cleaning and safety inspections.
(d) The care of cooking stoves and cooking utensils to include simple 

repairs, cleaning and general maintenance.

3. Understand and show how to keep a simple record showing the equipment 
issued and returned.

4. Know proper care and storage of audio visual equipment for the Group such 
as a slide projector, overhead projector, maps, drawing equipment and 
other teaching tools and aids.

5. Understand how to deal with depreciation of equipment.

6. Understand that tidiness is essential to good quarter-mastering. Explain 
how this is achieved in the Troop or Group.
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(B)

1. Have assisted the camp quartermaster at a Troop camp or pack holiday 
camp for at least five days.

2. Demonstrate the maintenance of the following at the campsite:
(a) The care and storage of cordage to include coiling and safety 

inspections.
(b) The care and storage of tentage including the ability to do simple 

repairs to lines and fabric tears.
(c) The care and storage of equipment to include keeping tools 

sharpened, fitting handles, cleaning and safety inspections.
(d) The care of cooking stoves and cooking utensils to include simple 

repairs, cleaning and general maintenance.

3. Understand and show how to keep a simple record showing the equipment 
issued and returned.

4. Understand and show how to care and maintain special supplies such as 
uniform, equipment used for hiking, climbing or canoeing.

5. Plan a menu suitable for forty-eight hours at camp and discuss the menu 
with the assessor.

6. Explain how food is stored at camp.

7. Make a list of tools that Scout would take to camp to complete emergency 
repairs and explain the use of each tool.

8. Understand that tidiness is essential to good quarter mastering. Explain how 
this was achieved when assisting the quartermaster in the camp.

 

Completion of this Badge under Item I and the total number of hours in 
service is not less than fifteen hours would be counted as an equivalent of 
the relevant item under the Service Section of the Bronze Award of the Hong 
Kong Award for Young People. 


